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Introduction
Monitoring of glacier behaviour offers valuable information about climate change and is also interesting for practical
applications, such as hydropower production, natural hazard forecasting, tourism and agriculture.
Changes in glacier geometry and mass are key issues for glacier monitoring. Currently, the stratigraphic method is state of
the art for mass balance calculations.
Airborne LiDAR provides high resolution and high accuracy topographic data. The main goal of the study is to calculate
mass balance parameters using the geodetic method. 1 m resolution digital elevation models, derived from airborne LiDAR
data, are used as input. These results are compared to those from the stratigrafic method.
Study area Hintereisferner
Area:
7.14 km2
Length:
6.7 km
Altitude:
2.449 - 3.709
m a.s.l.
HEF

Mean slope
angle tongue:
10°

Method
DEMs for the years 2001 - 2008 were calculated from
LiDAR last-pulse data. Raster subtractions and classifications
resulted in mean surface elevation and volume changes.
To convert volume to mass change, LiDAR intensity values
are classified to three surface classes (ice, firn, snow).
Densities for those surface classes are adapted from longterm field studies.
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Data and data quality check
LiDAR data are available for the end of the glaciological year
from 2001 to 2008.
Data quality check encompass i.a.:
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a) LiDAR raster heights vs. dGPS heights
Mean absolute deviation is 0.08 m (stdv 0.1 m)
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Preliminary results, ongoing parameter studies

b) Multi-temporal error analysis
Raster-height accuracy depending on slope angle
Mean error per slope class [m]

Mean surface elevation changes for 50 m altitude bands
were calculated for each mass balance year.
Initial mass balance calculations for the glaciological year
2003 show that the geodetic method generally underestimates mass loss in the ablation area, compared to the
stratigraphic method. Ablation in the accumulation area is
generally overestimated.
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